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Abstract
Solar energy can be converted directly into electricity using photovoltaic cell technology. It is considered as the
technology of the future because it uses the Sun, a clean and inexhaustible source. Thus, this study aimed to
evaluate the economic viability in energy generation of a photovoltaic system in a rural community in the district
of Rio do Salto. The rural community is in the municipality of Cascavel, western region of the state of Paraná,
geographical coordinates latitude 25°8′31″S, longitude 53°19′40″W and altitude 781 m. Rio do Salto has
regulations of 19 blocks with 241 properties. The evaluated properties belonged to block 11. The project was
feasible when the payback period of the investment occurred within the expected photovoltaic system life cycle
and if the internal rate of return (IRR) was higher than the minimum attractiveness expected for the project. To
ensure the viability of this power generation system, the average consumption over the 12-month period should
be higher than the rate of availability of the concessionaire that the owner should pay. This value varied
according to the connection type (single-phase: 30 kWh, two-phase: 50 kWh and three-phase: 100 kWh).
Property 9 was the only one that did not show conditions for photovoltaic system for not reaching the minimum
connection tariff of the concessionaire.
Keywords: clean energy, energy efficiency system, solar energy
1. Introduction
Photovoltaic solar energy is the alternative source with the most attention worldwide. Distributed generation
systems are very suitable for installation wherever there is a high incidence of light (Geller, 2003; Villalva &
Gazoli, 2013).
Brazil has great potential to apply photovoltaic solar energy for being favored by high solar irradiation levels;
however, this renewable source in the Brazilian market is still quite small (Salamoni, 2009).
According to the Centro de Gestão e Estudos Estratégicos (CGEE) (2010), international documents report to the
year 2050 that 50% of the generation of world will come from renewable sources. Of this demand, 25% will be
supplied photovoltaic solar energy. At the end of this century, this dependency will 90% of which 70% will be of
photovoltaic origin.
According to ANEEL (2008) and Santos (2013), photovoltaic solar energy is the only one that allows the direct
conversion of solar irradiation into electric energy, the most used energy in urban and rural areas. Solar
irradiation can be used in three ways: passive solar energy, used through the bioclimatic architecture, which
designs the construction to receive the solar incidence to illuminate, warm and direct the air in the internal
environments; solar thermal energy, which uses solar irradiation to heat fluids that can be directly used (heating
water for consumption in bathrooms, kitchens and laundries) or indirectly (heating fluids to move steam
turbines); or photovoltaic solar energy, which directly converts solar irradiation into electric energy.
In rural communities or rural areas, the implantation of photovoltaic systems can provide support for the
development of the social, economic, educational, health and financial aspects of numerous rural producers, thus
avoiding the need to move to urban centers to access banks, schools, day care centers, health units, among other
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necessities to meet their demands (Corbusier, 2000; Rogner, 2000; Guimarães, 2004; Ultramari, 2005; Ortega,
2008; Almeida & Soares, 2009).
To install photovoltaic system in rural areas, the measurement data must be performed in places close to where
the system is to be deployed, since the radiation incident at each terrestrial site is extremely variable. The
connection and customer service, regardless of the size of the rural area, is carried out by ANEEL (2008) and
BEN (2014). Pinho (2008) points out that in addition to the regular daily and annual variations due to the
apparent movement of the Sun, climatic conditions (clouds) as well as the general atmosphere composition cause
irregular variations.
Thus, this work aimed to evaluate the economic viability of photovoltaic power generation systems so that the
rural community of Rio do Salto became self-sufficient in the production of energy for local consumption.
2. Material and Methods
2.1 Location Characterization
The study site was Rio do Salto (geographical coordinates latitude 25°8′31″S, longitude 53°19′40″W and altitude
781 m), in the rural area, 32 km from Cascavel, Western region of the state of Paraná.
The area perimeter is 402,367.84 m2. The area has 19 blocks divided into 241 properties (Perfil Municipal,
2015).
The study area was block 11 dues to the typology of the buildings, rural and social functions, services and
housing, pavement of the differentiated streets, location in the middle of the urban area/heat island, presenting
differentiated facades and each property having a differentiated ground use.
All constructions in block 11 were evaluated and compared with the information in the municipality database.
2.2 Monthly Energy Demand in Rio do Salto
It was made performed the energy demand of Rio do Salto to identify the number of consuming units and their
respective consumer classes, and thus to size the photovoltaic generation system to make the site self-sufficient
in energy generation.
It was made considered the year 2014 as the basis for energy demand calculations. Data referring to the
consumption in kWh and the number of consuming units (divided by classes), from January to December 2014
were provided by the local electric energy concessionaire (Companhia Paranaense de Energia-COPEL).
It was made evaluated only classes 1 and 3, which are directly linked to residential and commercial use,
respectively.
Therefore, it was made carried out the survey of consumption information only in the buildings of block 11, and
based on their annual consumption, it was made performed the analysis between the energy production of the
photovoltaic panels with the energy consumption, to the sampling place, and later, it was made defined the
average for the implantation in the consumer constructions of class 1 and 3 in the entire district.
To achieve the proposed goal of surveying the energy consumption of the various housing units/energy
consuming units, it was made performed several field visits to talk to all the owners, residents or tenants of the
research residences, as well as in loco verification of their entrance standards (Figure 1).
The visits took place at the end of March and beginning of April, precisely between March 23rd and April 10th.
During this period, it was made identified all consumer units (CU) with their respective CU numbers.
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B
Figure 1. Consuumer unit-CU (A) and resideence entrance ppattern (B)

Us with their reespective identtification numbbers, it was maade contacted C
COPEL to sen
nd the
After identtifying the CU
collected iinformation annd to request thhe consumptionn history of these buildings.
With this iinformation, it was made anaalyzed the connsumption of eaach CU in 20114. Based on thhis information
n, the
calculationns were perform
med to analyze the feasibilitty of energy coonsumption of the buildings.
2.3 Econom
mic Feasibilityy Analysis
The photoovoltaic powerr generation syystem still hass a high cost. According too Pintão (20122), the photovo
oltaic
system vallue is directly related to the ssize of its catcchment area annd to the equipment, thereforre it depends on the
amount off energy to be generated andd the implantattion place charracteristics, whhich can cost between 7,000
0 and
15,000 R$$/kWp, produced.
Thus, the eeconomic feassibility analysis based on thee concepts of thhe investment analysis. Thiss analysis conssisted
of estimatiing all the exppenses related to the initial investment forr the photovolltaic system im
mplantation. Itt also
included ooperating, mainntenance and rrevenue expenses generated over a certain period, so thaat a cash flow could
c
be set up to determine thhe economic inndicators of thiis system.
mic analysis, w
with production
n for
As no speecific methodoology was fouund for the phhotovoltaic syystem econom
consumptiion and sale of the surplus tto the local ennergy concessiionaire (COPE
EL, energy conncessionaire of
o the
State of Paaraná) until noow, the used innvestment anallysis standard was from ABR
RAVA (2008). This methodo
ology
uses three methods to determine
d
the feasibility of iinvestment annd decision-maaking: Net Preesent Value (N
NPV),
Discountedd Payback Perriod (DPP) andd Internal Ratee of Return (IR
RR).
For the ecoonomic feasibbility analysis oof the study, itt was made havve only chosenn the discountted payback pe
eriod,
with an intterest rate of 8% per year.
3. Results and Discussion
nd/or
During thee field surveyy, it was madee verified thatt the owners hhave built maany properties for renting an
housing foor more familyy members, justifying the exiistence of num
merous propertiies within the ssame property.
Based on tthis informatioon, it was madde decided to carry out the ecconomic feasibbility analysis of the photovo
oltaic
system forr the property instead
i
of the iindependent coonsumer unit.
This is jusstified becausee the individuaal consumptionn in each conssumer unit is ooften very low
w, not justifying the
implementtation of the inndependent sysstem for each unit. Thus, it w
was made opteed for the systeem implementation
for all existing consumeer units in the property, baseed on the criteerion that to hhave more thann one building
g in a
property, iit is necessary to create a conndominium, ass provided for in the Civil C
Code Art. 13322 (Brasil, 2002) and
Federal Laaw 4591 (Brasil, 1964).
Alienated to the fact that, pursuant too ANEEL (20010a) Resolutioon 414 (chaptter 1, article 22, paragraph IIII), it
provides tthat there mayy be a system
m of energy ccompensation through a coonsumer unit with a distrib
buted
microregioon. This geneeration wouldd be given tto the distribuutor and subbsequently com
mpensated by
y the
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consumption of other consumer units that have the same ownership, if they have a personal taxpayer registry
(CPF, in Portuguese) or a national register of legal entities (CNPJ, in Portuguese) with the Ministry of Finance.
Thus, the proposal to carry out this work, based on the condominium law and ANEEL regulations, proposed to
develop microgeneration for each property, and to link them in a single CPF, of the owner of the properties.
3.1 Energy Demand for Each Property
The hypothesis was microgeneration unified for each individual property, except for properties 1 and 2, where
there was only one residence.
Based on the results, it was made confirmed that the implantation feasibility of photovoltaic systems proved to
be advantageous from the moment it is implanted for a set of residences, a factor explicitly demonstrated and
identified in the sum of the values, and the average of monthly consumption, since most of them are still low to
justify the implementation of photovoltaic assemblies for isolated residences.
To be feasible to install a photovoltaic system, the residence must have at least a two-phase electrical installation;
however, to solve this problem, it would be necessary to adapt only one building to install the system, and later
through the ANEEL criterion of compensation, to compensate the expenses of other residences, using the
condominium system and placing all invoices in a single CPF or CNPJ.
3.2 Installed Quipment
For the design of a project and budget proposal with the local company Master Solar, it was made used the
Technical Norms of 905,200 (COPEL, 2016), in which standards, equipment, connection types, technical
specifications and design are established to develop the micro power generation project for residences.
After preparing the project proposal, it was made looked on the ANEEL (2010) for the list of materials approved
by the concessionaire to implement photovoltaic systems for the micro/mini-generation of energy, interconnected
to the concessionaire grid in the energy compensation system (grid tie) for buildings.
Thus, the budget based on the calculations and obeying the materials approved by the concessionaire.
Table 1 shows the quantitative summary of the equipment used to install the residential photovoltaic system,
stipulated for the properties.
As shown in the Table, the kits offered by the local company are sold in even numbers and are not suitable for all
situations.
Thus, the variation of equipment occurs only in the number of photovoltaic panels for energy generation, in
relation to the other equipment of the whole photovoltaic assembly. The only difference is that the capacity/load
with which they work is larger depending on the number of panels and/or power generation.
Another detail observed when developing the project and budget with the local company is that it works with
what it was made can call photovoltaic generation kits; by observing the worksheet, it turns out that in many
cases the numbers of photovoltaic panels are repeated, and by analyzing the technical specifications in the
budgets presented by it, the technical specifications of the used equipment are standard according to the demand
to be generated for each unit, and/or set of consumer units.
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Table 1. Suummary of equuipment used iin residential pphotovoltaic syystems
Properrties

Inverter

Photovoltaicc
modules

String Boox

AC prootection
board

Acceessories, services
and projects

01 and 02

1

6

1

1

1

03

1

14

1

1

1

04

1

6

1

1

1

05

1

12

1

1

1

06

1

6

1

1

1

07

1

6

1

1

1

08

1

12

1

1

1

09

Not feasible to iinstall the photovooltaic system

10

1

6

1

1

1

11

1

16

1

1

1

12

1

12

1

1

1

13

1

6

1

1

1

14

1

6

1

1

1

15

1

6

1

1

1

16

1

8

1

1

1

17

1

14

1

1

1

18

1

14

1

1

1

3.3 Econom
mic Viability Analysis
A
For paybaack analysis, itt was made coontacted the coompany in the city of Cascaavel-PR, and itt made the bud
dgets
available ((Master Solar, 2015).
The analysis was perforrmed for a period of 25 yeaars, which corrresponds to thhe life cycle oof the photovo
oltaic
system eqquipment, also considering tthe reduction of the producctivity rate of 0.5% per yeaar according to
o the
manufactuurer’s data.
The intereest rate for thee energy readjuustment was cconsidered 15%
% for the yearr 2016. Predicting a reductio
on of
2.5% for ssubsequent yeaars, the interesst rate would bbe 12.5% for 22017 and 10%
% for 2018. In 2019, predicting a
reduction of 2%, the reaadjustment woould be 8%, annd finally stabbilizing at an aaverage of 5.5% from 2020 until
2039 (New
wspaper O Gloobo, 2015).
Based on tthe values provvided by the coompany, 17 ecconomic analyzzes were carrieed out to veriffy the feasibilitty for
the implem
mentation in each
e
constructtion. It is wortth mentioningg that lots 1 annd 2 of this bblock have a single
house.
Figures 2 tto 18 show thee cash flow forr economic feaasibility analyssis of each lot, with its consuuming units.

Figure 2. Cassh flow of lots 1 and 2
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The econoomic analysis of
o the photovooltaic system fo
for a consumerr unit with twoo lots shows ann initial investtment
of R$ 26,2258.00. For theese lots there w
would be no rreturn in the peeriod of 25 years and wouldd still have a deficit
of R$ 329..60 at the end of
o the period.
Payback ddemonstrates that
t
the installlation of the photovoltaic system for thhese propertiees is economiically
interestingg.

Figure 3. Cash flow of llot 9
o the photovooltaic system ffor two consum
mer units in thhe lot has an innitial investme
ent of
The econoomic analysis of
R$ 39,5622.00, having an
a expected tim
me return of 110 years and 4 months and a profitabilityy over 25 yea
ars of
R$ 44,2666.66.
Payback shhows that instaalling the phottovoltaic system
m for these prooperties is ecoonomically viabble.

Figure 4. Cash flow of llot 4
o the photovooltaic system ffor a consumeer unit in the loot shows an innitial investme
ent of
The econoomic analysis of
R$ 26,2588.00, with no return
r
for the pperiod of 25 yyears, as defined, presentingg a deficit of R
R$ 18,849.99 at
a the
end of the period.
Payback shhows that instaalling the phottovoltaic system
m for these prooperties is ecoonomically unffeasible.
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Figure 5. Cash flow of llot 5
o the photovoltaic system w
with four consuumer units in thhe lot shows ann initial investtment
The econoomic analysis of
of R$ 35,3377.00, havingg a predicted tiime of return oof 10 years andd 2 months annd a profitability over 25 yea
ars of
R$ 40,8488.59.
Payback shhows that instaalling the phottovoltaic system
m for these prooperties is ecoonomically viabble.

Figure 6. Cash flow of llot 6
o the photovooltaic system ffor a consumeer unit in the loot shows an innitial investme
ent of
The econoomic analysis of
R$ 26,2588.00, with no reeturn for the period of 25 yeears, as definedd, presenting a deficit of R$ 44,033.66 at the
e end
of the period.
Payback shhows that instaalling the phottovoltaic system
m for these prooperties is ecoonomically unffeasible.

Figure 7. Cash flow of llot 7
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The econoomic analysis of
o the photovooltaic system ffor a consumeer unit in the loot shows an innitial investme
ent of
R$ 26,2588.00, with no return
r
for the pperiod of 25 yeears, as defineed, presenting a deficit of R$$ 524,55 at the
e end
of the period.
Payback ddemonstrates that
t
the installlation of the photovoltaic system for thhese propertiees is economiically
interestingg.

Figure 8. Cash flow of llot 8
m with three consumer unnits in the lot shows an initial
The econoomic analysis of the photoovoltaic system
investmennt of R$ 35,3777.00, having a predicted tim
me of return of 16 years and 9 months and a profitability over
25 years of R$ 12,775.744.
Payback shhows that instaalling the phottovoltaic system
m for these prooperties is ecoonomically viabble.

Figure 9. Cash flow of llot 9
m for a consuumer unit in the lot showeed that the en
nergy
The econoomic analysis of the photoovoltaic system
consumptiion is equal to or less than thhe minimum cconsumption (ccost of availabbility) and the owner would have
to pay monnthly to the distributor, the vvalues of the m
minimum ratess stipulated forr the connectioon type (two-phase:
50 kWh), aas stipulated inn Normative R
Resolution 414 of ANEEL (2010a).
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Figure 10. Cash flow of llot 10
o the photovooltaic system ffor a consumeer unit in the loot shows an innitial investme
ent of
The econoomic analysis of
R$ 26,2588.00, with no return
r
for the pperiod of 25 yyears, as defined, presentingg a deficit of R
R$ 16,120.58 at
a the
end of the period.
Payback shhows that instaalling the phottovoltaic system
m for these prooperties is ecoonomically unffeasible.

Figure 11. Cash flow of llot 11
o the photovooltaic system ffor five consum
mer units in thhe lot has an innitial investme
ent of
The econoomic analysis of
R$ 42,8000.00, having an
a expected tim
me return of 8 years and 3 months and a profitabilityy over 25 yea
ars of
R$ 67,1522.01. While Luu and Yang (2010) found retuurn on investm
ment of 7 years and 3 months,, and Chandel et al.
(2014) of 7 years and 7 months.
m
Payback shhows that instaalling the phottovoltaic system
m for these prooperties is ecoonomically viabble.

Figure 12. Cash flow of llot 12
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The econoomic analysis of
o the photovooltaic system foor three consum
mer units in thhe lot shows ann initial investtment
of R$ 35,3380.00, havingg a predicted tiime of return oof 11 years andd 4 months annd a profitability over 25 yea
ars of
R$ 39,773.37.
Payback shhows that instaalling the phottovoltaic system
m for these prooperties is ecoonomically viabble.

Figure 13. Cash flow of llot 13
o the photovooltaic system ffor a consumeer unit in the loot shows an innitial investme
ent of
The econoomic analysis of
R$ 26,2588.00, with no reeturn for the period of 25 yeears, as definedd, presenting a deficit of R$ 2,084.15 at the
e end
of the period.
Payback shhows that instaalling the phottovoltaic system
m for these prooperties is ecoonomically unffeasible.

Figure 14. Cash flow of llot 14
o the photovooltaic system ffor a consumeer unit in the loot shows an innitial investme
ent of
The econoomic analysis of
R$ 26,2588.00, with no return
r
for the pperiod of 25 yyears, as defined, presentingg a deficit of R
R$ 13,001.38 at
a the
end of the period.
m for these prooperties is ecoonomically unffeasible.
Payback shhows that instaalling the phottovoltaic system
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Figure 15. Cash flow of llot 15
o the photovoltaic system foor one consum
mer unit in the llot shows an innitial investme
ent of
The econoomic analysis of
R$ 26,2588.00, having a predicted timee of return of 17 years and 11 months andd a profitabilitty over 25 yea
ars of
R$ 7,842.006.
Payback ddemonstrates that
t
the installlation of the photovoltaic system for thhese propertiees is economiically
interestingg.

Figure 16. Cash flow of llot 16
o the photovooltaic system ffor five consum
mer units in thhe lot has an innitial investme
ent of
The econoomic analysis of
R$ 30,0088.00, having an
a expected tim
me return of 111 years and 3 months and a profitabilityy over 25 yea
ars of
R$ 26,121.46.
Payback shhows that instaalling the phottovoltaic system
m for these prooperties is ecoonomically viabble.

Figure 17. Cash flow of llot 17
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The econoomic analysis of
o the photovooltaic system foor three consum
mer units in thhe lot shows ann initial investtment
of R$ 39,5562.00, havingg a predicted tiime of return oof 9 years and 11 months annd a profitability over 25 yea
ars of
R$ 46,7844.76.
Payback shhows that instaalling the phottovoltaic system
m for these prooperties is ecoonomically viabble.

Figure 18. Cash flow of llot 18
o the photovooltaic system ffor two consum
mer units in thhe lot has an innitial investme
ent of
The econoomic analysis of
R$ 39,5622.00, having an
a expected tim
me return of 112 years and 2 months and a profitabilityy over 25 yea
ars of
R$ 32,3588.44.
Payback shhows that instaalling the phottovoltaic system
m for these prooperties is ecoonomically viabble.
3.4 Investm
ment Value andd Return Time
Table 2 prresents the valuues to be invessted, payback time and value of the investtment return over 25 years, when
w
the photovvoltaic panels begin to requuire maintenannce, as presentted in the buddget and in thee datasheets of
o the
manufactuurers of photovvoltaic modules.
Table 2. Iddentification off the property, payback time,, investment value and invesstment return oover 25 years
Propertties

Payback

1 and 2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
Sum
Averagee Payback time
Investm
ment average
Averagee NPV

0 years and 0 months
10 years andd 4 months
0 years and 0 months
10 years andd 2 months
0 years and 0 months
0 years and 0 months
16 years andd 9 months
0 years and 0 months
0 years and 0 months
8 years and 3 months
11 years andd 4 months
0 years and 0 months
0 years and 0 months
17 years andd 11 months
11 years andd 3 months
9 years and 111 months
12 years andd 2 months

Investmeent
Value (R$$)
26.258,000
39.562,000
26.258,000
35.377,000
26.258,000
26.258,000
35.377,000
26.258,000
42.800,000
35.380,000
26.258,000
26.258,000
26.258,000
30.008,000
39.562,000
39.562,000
507.692,000

314

Iinvestment Paayback
(R$) after 25 Y
Years-NPV
329,60
44.266,66
18.849,89
40.848,59
4.033,66
524,55
12.775,74
16.120,58
67.152,01
39.773,37
-2.084,15
-13.001,38
7.842,06
26.121,46
46.784,76
32.358,44
262.979,28
6 years and 4 m
months
R$ 29,864.24
R$ 16,436.20
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In all the analyzed properties, except property 9, energy consumption is equal to or less than the minimum
consumption that the owner will have to pay monthly to the distributor; all other properties show an attractive
profitability for the photovoltaic system implantation.
The average cost for implantation in all housing units and/or isolated consumer unit is R$ 29,864.24, with
average NPV of R$ 16,436.20, and average return time of 6 years and 4 months, for properties in which system
deployment is feasible. Property 9 was disregarded from the analysis for not presenting average consumption
values higher than the basic energy connection rates with the concessionaire.
Installing the photovoltaic system for a set of residences and/or buildings in rural areas is feasible due to the
consumption of each property, that is, it is feasible only for places where energy consumption is high, as in the
case of properties 3, 5, 8, 11, 12, 15, 16, 17 and 18. The implementation is interesting in the unified properties 1
and 2 and property 7, where at the end of the 25-year period they are not profitable in the system installation;
however, at the end of this period, the outstanding amount to pay off the investment is less than the annual
average payback.
The return on investment is much faster due to higher energy consumption of each property, that is, the higher
the installed capacity and the shorter the return on investment.
The photovoltaic assemblies (kits) are an economically viable alternative within the proposal of this research of
photovoltaic power generation system in a rural community and of the current legislations.
Subsequently, it is suggested suggesting carrying out the feasibility analysis for the photovoltaic system
implantation in the whole community, since the implementation of lot 11 was viable.
Installing photovoltaic systems for electric energy generation in the rural community can provide the
improvement and maintenance of the activities and services provided in these places.
To ensure the viability of this power generation system, the average consumption over the 12-month period
should be higher than the rate of availability of the concessionaire that the owner should pay. This value varies
according to the connection type (single-phase: 30 kWh, two-phase: 50 kWh and three-phase: 100 kWh).
Property 9 was the only one that did not show conditions for photovoltaic system for not reaching the minimum
connection tariff of the concessionaire.
4. Conclusion
Properties 3, 5, 8, 11, 12, 15, 16, 17 and 18 showed a return within the stipulated period. The average return of
R$ 35,324.79, oscillating between the maximum return of R$ 46,784.76 on property 17 and a minimum return of
R$ 7,842.06 on property 15, with an average variation of 579% in value among them.
The average payback time is 6 years and 4 months.
The average investment cost for installation of the system is R$ 29,864.24, ranging from a maximum of
R$ 42,800.00 (system installed in property 11) and a minimum of R$ 26,258.00 (systems installed in unified
properties, 1 and 2).
Properties 4, 6, 10, 13 and 14 are not feasible for photovoltaic system implantation.
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